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evolution, since to doubt ev olutien is to doubt science, and
science is only another naine for truth.>' Nowv, natural science
is only one of a large sisterhood of sciences among which are to,
be found psychology, metaphysies, ethics, and theclrgy. Natural
science has no monopoly of the truth, neither does it possess
any divine right to contradict and dictate to its si-sters. It is
not even the oldest. It is indebted to the same source as they
ail for its first truths. It is only a human device for systema-
tizingt the facts and relations of nature, j ust as theology is
a human device for giving the orderl.-v relations of the facts of
religion. INeither is inf -,Bible.

It is not difficuit for an amateur to discern in some of the
positions of evolution, as generally understood, an extravagance>
an assumption, an inconsistency, an inconciusiveness, that, must
soon or late discredit it, and restrict its spbere to a snialler
domain than it 110w daims. For example: Argument by anal-
ogy as used in embryoiogy seemns la.-aentably inconclusive. .Re-
semblances cannot constitute an analogy ivhichi rests on a
similarity of relations in the thingys coinpared. Supposed
simi!arity of appearances which supposes similarity of relationsý
in the genealogy of the individual andi of the race, supposes too
much, and proves no identity. Again, sequence, or relation in
tinae, does not in itself prove tliat mysterious relation of causa
and effect. A Milesian emigrant landed at Halifax. As the sun
retired behind the curtains of the west, the signal gun upon
Citadel Hill1 was fired. "«What's that ?" queried the new
arrival. " That's sundown," explained the Haligonian. "Arra
sure, an does the sun go down with a bang ont here?" If not
as grotesque, quite as unreasonable is the casual relation which
is sometimes applied to sequent phenomena. A recognition of
the casual relation is due in any case, rather to insight than tu-
observation. Take a geological table and place side by side
wvith it the plant and animal life as it bas left its traces in each
period. *Is i;,he law of continraity sustained ? Is not develop-
ment along parallel liues quite as frequent as along a projected
line? Have not some of the lowest forms perpetuated them-
selves froin the beginning ?? Do not some of the highest forins
that have appeared deteriorate in ail the succeeding periods ?t
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